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Abstract
The problem of remote controlling a mobile
robot through the Internet with its associated
bandwidth constraints is tackled in this paper.
Our solution uses a Kinect camera coupled with
a compression algorithm to stream a forward
facing 3D range image to a remote operator
who uses it to drive a mobile robot. The efficiency of the compression and streaming approaches in providing operator feedback over
a very low bandwidth connection was demonstrated by being able to operate the robot in
Sydney from a laptop in Germany. Experiments showed that driving ability was similar
to that obtained using a compressed video feed,
although the bandwidth required for the compressed Kinect data was reduced by a factor of
10.

1

Figure 1: Map showing the distance over which teleoperation was successfully achieved.

Background

The background to this project lies in the entry by the
School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering at
The University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia,
(UNSW) - hitherto referred to as “UNSW Mechatronics” - into the MAGIC2010 competition. The competition aimed to extend the state of the art in autonomous
control of a fleet of Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs)
by providing a series of increasingly difficult challenges,
which could not be achieved by existing military or
civilian platforms. As semi-finalists UNSW Mechatronics demonstrated autonomous operation of a team of
UGVs as shown in Figure 2, however our experience
showed that network bandwidth was a major limitation
to achieving safe teleoperation. Nevertheless we were
able to achieve this using a Kinect camera as the primary exteroceptive sensor over a distance of 20,000km1
as shown in Figure 1.
1

See http://www.youtube.com/UNSWMechatronics

Both a review of the literature and our prior experience suggested that while driving a UGV using predominantly video streams had been achieved, its feasibility
was poor. The need for wireless communications and
complexity of the environment under question together
reduced the available bandwidth to be on the order of
500 KB/s for all vehicles combined. The Internet was
chosen as an ideal conduit for testing in these conditions
and as a preliminary test for future networked robotic
systems. The competition explicitly prescribed the use
of multiple vehicles, so in addition to solving the technical and theoretical challenges, the final hardware solution was required to be of reasonable cost to admit
replication to a team of UGVs.
Since the area to be traversed was known to be nonflat, and identification of the location of Objects Of Interest (OOIs) for the competition was required, a 3D
sensing solution was necessary. Since collaborative behaviours and map sharing were necessary to implement
the full competition requirements, there was a need to
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Figure 2: One of the UGVs developed by UNSW Mechatronics and used in this paper. It measures 1m × 0.7m
and is designed to operate throughout both indoor and
outdoor environments.
stream the 3D data to a Ground Control Station (GCS)
for human operators for teleoperation or for path planning for autonomous operation. Clear visualisation was
also essential for both a non-technical audience and to
efficiently maintain situational awareness.
The processed data was also required to be disseminated among the UGVs, and the system was required to
be demonstrated under field conditions, requiring excellent fault tolerance and flexibility. For this reason the architecture chosen was neither centralised nor completely
distributed. For the purpose of this paper, the implemented architecture was “virtually distributed”, in the
sense that physical failure of a processing node does not
result in the failure of UGV operations. The operation
of the processing node was designed to be dynamically
replicated at another healthy node and as a result the
operation of the UGVs could be continued.

2

Literature review

In this section we focus on reviewing the state of the
art in Internet control of a remote mobile system. The
current approaches can be loosely divided into teleoperated or autonomous systems, with the distinction usually
governed by the system architecture. For the purposes
of this paper, we limit ourselves to consideration of teleoperated systems, with details of autonomous systems
given in our previous work [Whitty et al., 2010]. We
define teleoperation as the remote control of a system
where the operator aims to perform tasks in real-time
without being physically present at the UGVs. An excellent overview of the field was provided by Goldberg

in 2002 [Goldberg and Siegwart, 2002], which included
references to famous remotely controlled robots such as
Rhino, Minerva and Xavier.
Historically, robots have been designed to operate in
places where humans are restricted in their ability or
access. One example is space robotics, where examples
such as that of ROTEX [Hirzinger et al., 1994] and Spirit
[Wright et al., 2006] have pioneered teleoperation and
remote autonomy in extreme environments. In the case
of the Mars rovers, commands could only be uploaded
once per Martian day, so extensive planning was needed
to provide safe autonomous behaviours. Even without
taking such a long distance approach, latency has been
a major obstacle in remote operation, where the aim is
to replicate the inputs to human senses as if the operator
were physically present. A study on latency through the
Internet in the context of robot control [Luo and Tse,
2000] cited delays of up to five seconds between countries
with good Internet connectivity located on opposite sides
of the Earth.
Remote control
Since feedback signals of the current state of the system
are typically delayed, one commonly used approach is to
predict the behaviour of the robot at the client’s end in
a simulator. For non-autonomous operation, [Hokayem
and Spong, 2006] give an excellent overview of controltheoretic approaches to the latency problem. The same
group has also presented work [Lee et al., 2006] where a
haptic device was used to give feedback to a car driving
simulator to demonstrate stable and safe teleoperation
of a mobile robot while handling constant transmission
delays. In 2007 [Baillieul and Antsaklis, 2007] gave a
thorough introduction to the broader field of networked
control systems, along with the antecendant fields of distributed control, decentralized control and distributed
optimisation.
Interfaces and internet connectivity
While proprioceptive robots have been used to good effect to investigate the latency issue in fixed-base robots,
the need for external perceptors on mobile robots operating in unknown environments have necessitated the
development of both appropriate communication protocols and visualisation interfaces. [Nguyen et al., 2001]
identified that 3D visualisation was a critical factor in
improving situational awareness and reducing operator
training time. They used stereo vision to build 3D models from a rover on Mars, but this was processed offline.
Fong et al. presented preliminary work [Fong et al.,
2001] into a selection of interfaces they developed for operating a mobile robot, including gesture recognition. To
substantially reduce bandwidth usage, they developed
an onboard autonomous controller, which only pushed
an image to the client when something unusual was de-
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tected by the camera. They emphasised that fusion of a
variety of sensors was crucial to reliable detection of obstacles. By 2003 [Fong et al., 2003] their work included
verbal dialogue for control, and 2D maps from a laser
scanner were being provided to the client along with selected images, but the data rate and latency were not
explicitly mentioned.
Hu [Hu et al., 2001] transmitted sonar readings to generate a trivial map to the client through a Java based
web interface, and showed the difficulty of transmitting
real-time video at that stage. The best Internet based
video transmission results had a resolution equal to or
less than 320×240 pixels with a frame rate of less than
10Hz and the corresponding latency was considered too
large to be able to easily drive a small mobile robot with
a forward facing onboard camera. In 2010 Pavarati et
al. [Paravati et al., 2010] used feedback on the available bandwidth to automatically control the transmitted data volume of MPEG and M-JPEG video streams
for maximising the quality of the resulting video. They
were able to transmit 320×240 pixel video over a local
802.11g wireless connection at 15Hz with a latency of
59ms using M-JPEG encoding.
Trahanias [Trahanias et al., 2005] demonstrated two
successful museum robots with notable Internet interfaces. Users were given a live video stream of the venue,
and a laser rangefinder and camera were used together
to generate a 2D occupancy grid for localisation. From
the localised position, the user was presented with a precomputed 3D model of the museum and was able to move
through this as well as view the robot’s current pose in
this model. However details of this interface and the
amount of data shared between client and robot was not
described.
Nielsen et al.
performed a detailed comparison
[Nielsen et al., 2007] of a 2D and a 3D interface for teleoperating a mobile robot in terms of usability. Their
3D interface combined 2D map information, video and
vehicle pose into a quasi-3D visualisation. They showed
that “the 3-D interface improves 1) robot control; 2)
map-building speed; 3) robustness in the presence of delay; 4) robustness to distracting sets of information; 5)
awareness of the camera orientation with respect to the
robot; and 6) the ability to perform search tasks while
navigating the robot” over the 2D interface. Despite
these findings, very little work on remote real-time 3D
visualisation has been published.
A more recent development by Kelly et al. [Kelly et
al., 2011] extended the state of the art in real-time 3D
visualisation (‘virtualised reality’) for teleoperation by
equipping a vehicle with an expensive set of cameras and
nodding 2D laser rangefinder arrangements. The resulting coloured point cloud was so realistic that the operator no longer needed the real-time video feed and could

drive from the correct viewpoint with motion compensation to reduce the effect of latency. The actual effect
of latency was also reported to be such that an increase
from 360ms to 1300ms doubled driving time, halved average speed and made driving very difficult for even expert drivers. However the entire platform and sensor
setup was only suitable for outdoor environments, and
involved considerable resources to construct. But this
greatly immersive experience was still a major step forward from the oft quoted achievements of a group of tour
guide robots from the late 1990’s [Schulz et al., 2000],
which in themselves were remarkable for their time.
Overall, we conclude that while there have been significant developments in both latency mitigation and
remote visualisation in recent years, the existing platforms and systems for remote control are either developed for specific applications or have limited applicability to mobile robots. Surprisingly, despite poor results
using purely video data, there has been little work on
remote real-time 3D visualisation and control through
low bandwidth and high latency connections such as the
Internet.
The advent of the Microsoft Kinect sensor, and its underlying PrimeSense technology galvanised the research
community into activity. Demonstrations of hitherto
complex tasks became commonplace, but with one limitation - a high bandwidth connection. While the research community busied itself with reliable feature extraction [Steder et al., 2011] and accurate modelling
[Henry et al., 2010], little attention was paid to using
Kinect data remotely.

2.1

Outline

The work we present in this paper demonstrates how a
Kinect data stream can provide a remote real-time 3D
visualisation of an environment that can be used for remote teleoperation of a mobile robot. The solution provides exceptional situational awareness by transmitting
3D sensed data with low latency using a fast compression method. The UGVs used have been designed and
developed by UNSW Mechatronics and the results presented demonstrate and provide quantified data to prove
successful intercontinental teleoperation.
The compression algorithm is introduced in Section
3. Section 4 then briefly describes the overall system
used to transmit and display the Kinect data remotely.
Results from several tests undertaken to quantify the
efficiency and accuracy of the teleoperation are presented
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and provides
suggestions for future directions.

3

Compression of Kinect Data

3D frames obtained from the Kinect sensor are composed
of 2D images with depth as a function of image coor-
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dinates (u, v). A PieceWise Multi-Linear (PWML) approximation is used to compress the data from the native
representation (11 bit, 640×480 pixel depth image), obtaining final sizes of about 20kB for the original 412kB
images.
A PWML approximation is defined as follows:

details are available in [Whitty et al., 2010]. A Microsoft
Kinect sensor is mounted on the front of the UGV, as
shown in Figure 3, facing forward, providing short range
(0.5 to 5m) depth information. Additional cameras and
laser rangefinders were also mounted on the UGV, but
not used to obtain the results presented in this paper.

_
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function f (u, v) is implemented by a multi-linear expression, i.e. fˆ (u, v) = ak · u · v + bk · u + ck · v +
dk , ∀ (u, v) ∈ Ωk , that is defined by the set of parameters [ak , bk , c
k , dk ]. By defining adistance function, e.g.
_

E = max

f (u, v) − f (u, v) , an optimal approxi-

(u,v)∈Ω
_

mating function f can be found. The optimality criterion focuses on minimising the size of the approximating function, i.e. the amount of data needed for storing
the representation. The size of the approximating representation is proportional to the number of regions, N.
The free parameter in this optimisation process is the
N
set of regions {Ωk }k=1 (and the associated coefficients
[ak , bk , ck , dk ]). The optimisation problem can be simplified if the selection of regions is constrained to be defined
by a quadtree approach and the regions being square.
This new constraint is introduced in order to make the
optimisation process real-time feasible although the solution would be suboptimal though still highly efficient.
This optimisation problem can be expressed as
min (N )

{Ωk }N
k=1

under the constraint of Equation 1. The PWML representation of the 2D Depth image is then projected to 3D
for creating the PWML representation in 3D, as shown
in Figure 4.

4
4.1

Transmission and Visualisation for a
Remote Operator
Pose Estimation

Odometry from the wheel and steering encoders, was
fused with the pose from the inertial sensor to provide
a pose estimate for the purpose of this exercise. Further

Figure 3: Close up showing the location of the Kinect
sensor on the front of the UGV.

4.2

Transmission

The fused pose measurements and the compressed
Kinect data were fed into a communication and processing module that streamed the data via UDP to the
remote operator.

4.3

Visualisation

Responsive spatial awareness of an agent’s surroundings
can provide a high level of control and accountability in
a remote environment. While camera images and video
provide an elementary level of awareness, using other
sensor data such as laser range data can provide a more
immersive representation of an environment. A custom
piece of software was developed to combine input from
many on board sensors for passive remote visualisation.
The software uses OpenGL for efficient rendering of a
large amount of detailed data and SDL for cross-platform
support of user interaction.
The viewer can also be used to simultaneously display patches from the Kinect sensor and point clouds
obtained from several laser range-finders [Whitty et al.,
2010]. As outlined in Section 3 the 2D compression
of depth sensor data uses a 2D piecewise multi-linear
quadtree form of compresssion. Displaying data in this
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compressed form provides a more realistic representation
of well defined environments with large planar surfaces,
such as indoor environments. As the colour information
is not yet fused with the depth data in square patches
form, the viewer uses a configurable tint to guide colouring each of the patches. Due to the quadtree form of
compression used, patches are interpreted by the viewer
from largest patches to smallest patches. As a result,
patches are coloured using a linearly interpolated colour
from the user defined tint value to black.

5

Results from Teleoperation Tests

Figure 5 shows our instantiation of the compression and
data streaming approach presented in this paper. In this
case the UGV was located in the School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering at UNSW, Australia
with a short range wireless link to a ground control station (GCS) nearby. The GCS then replicated the appropriate data to a remote operator situated at the University of Bremen, Germany. This data was then displayed
and control commands were replicated back to the UGV.
The time taken to compress one frame was less than 2ms
using a standard netbook (1.6GHz single core CPU, 1GB
RAM), much less than the data rate provided by the sensor.

Figure 5: The network setup used in experiments between Germany and Australia.

5.1

Internet based teleoperation with
video and compressed Kinect patches

The available bandwidth was found to be 100kB/s between Germany and Australia. Setting up a single camera for purely video teleoperation resulted in a framerate of 5Hz at 320×240 resolution. Using standard video
compression methods (H.264 video in an MP4 container)
the average latency between video being recorded in Sydney and displayed in Bremen was 3.24 seconds, making
driving impossible. Using two cameras at 320×240 resolution substantially increased the latency as the available bandwidth was insufficient. The result was delays

of more than 5 seconds and wildly fluctuating framerates
that averaged below 2Hz. To even attempt to use the
full set of three cameras for a panoramic view was futile.
We emphasise that the results were obtained between
universities with high speed connections to local Internet servers, but relied on the public bandwidth for intercontinental connections. Similar results were obtained
despite the test being run at different times of day to account for peak traffic flows. The results indicate that
despite rapid increases in technology and information
technology systems, the ability to transmit video from
point to point through the Internet has hardly changed
in the last ten years [Hu et al., 2001].
The Kinect sensor was also set up and the data visualised as shown in Figure 4. When sent in its compressed
state, the Kinect data and associated pose measurements
required for 3D reconstruction used 43kB/s of the available bandwidth. Note that at no time during this test
was the video feed utilised and yet safe and efficient teleoperation was demonstrated to be possible using COTS
sensors and hardware and the publicly available Internet.

5.2

Comparison of visualisation methods
for remote operation

To measure the relative performance of the aforementioned visualisation methods, a pair of complementary
experiments were devised. The first investigated the effectiveness of each visualisation method through circumnavigation of a cluttered indoor test circuit. The second
investigated the applicability of each of the visualisation
methods to supporting accurate relative positioning for
higher level tasks.
Efficiency experiment
For measuring the effectiveness of the visualisation
and control methods, a kidney shaped test circuit was
constructed in our laboratory and the time taken to
drive each lap measured in each case. During each test,
the average received data rate was recorded. As a base
case, manual operation by an operator walking behind
the UGV was used to determine the minimum traversal
time through the track.
Figure 6 shows the display for the first test case where
purely video was available to the operator. Figure 4 then
illustrates the operator view for the second test case,
where the compressed Kinect range data (no colour) was
displayed as collated surface patches in the 3D visualisation module.
Table 1 shows how the fastest lap average time was
obtained when the UGV was directly observed, as expected. Using video, the operators drove around corners
by watching the edge of the corner closely and vectoring
around it, but were assisted by the wide (120o ) combined horizontal field of view of the cameras. The rea-
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Figure 4: Patches accumulated from the streamed Kinect range data and the corresponding scene.

Table 1: Tests on the efficiency of UGV operation

Figure 6: The panoramic view available to the operator
from three forward facing webcams. This view required
substantially more bandwidth than the other visualisation methods.
sonable frame rate (5Hz) of the cameras was excellent
for obstacle avoidance, but only where the obstacle was
conveniently located in the field of view of the cameras.
Slightly slower lap times were obtained using purely
the Kinect range data, which collated scans to gradually
construct a virtual 3D model of the room, a subset of
which was displayed in Figure 4. With the fixed position
of the Kinect sensor on the front of the UGV, the speed of
driving was limited by the Kinect’s narrow field of view
and thus an inability to observe obstacles when turning
sharply. Its reasonable framerate (3Hz at the remote
computer) was useful for detecting small obstacles when
driving quickly.
In terms of bandwidth, sending the set of panoramic
video feeds clearly demanded the largest amount of
bandwidth. At 410kB/s, it was clearly above the available bandwidth for intercontinental connections without a dedicated communication link. Sending the compressed Kinect range data along with pose measurements

Visualisation and
control method
Direct observation
with joystick
Video teleoperation
with joystick
Kinect teleoperation with joystick

Avg. lap
time [s]

Rcvd. data
rate [kB/s]

53.0
61.5

410

68.9

43

for fusing into 3D patches required about one tenth the
bandwidth of the video stream. Overall, the compressed
Kinect data gave sufficient situational awareness for low
speed teleoperation, equivalent to direct observation.
Accuracy experiment
With a mass of recent interest in manipulation using mobile platforms, there is a need for systems that can be
accurately positioned relative to a target. To simulate
this requirement, we performed a test where the UGV
was required to be positioned perpendicular to and directly in front of a cupboard with 5cm clearance. The
position of the UGV and its orientation with respect to
the front of the cupboard were measured during repeated
experiments.
As per the previous experiment, three tests were conducted, with each of the first four involving the UGV
being driven by a remotely situated operator using a
joystick. Table 2 summarises the results. As a base
case, the vehicle was positioned by an operator with direct visual contact with the UGV and joystick control,
in order to estimate the greatest accuracy allowed by the
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Table 2: Tests on the accuracy of UGV positioning
Visualisation and
control method
Direct observation
with joystick
Video teleoperation
with joystick
Kinect teleoperation with joystick

Final distance to
doors
[cm]

Lateral
misalignment
[cm]

Angle
to
square
[◦ ]

5

0.5

1.5

35

1.5

2

6

2

3
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